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ABSTRACT

It is shown that the dual-polarization radar parameters can be used to estimate the vertical extent of inflow

regions in thunderstorms. Atmospheric biota trapped by inflows allows identification of inflow regions. It is

shown that weak echoes from biota can be observed at signal-to-noise ratios as low as 27 dB. The vertical

extent of inflow reached 5.2 km in the analyzed tornadic thunderstorm and 6.7 km in a severe thunderstorm.

1. Introduction

The location of inflow is informative in obtaining a dy-

namical structure of a thunderstorm. Information about

inflow and updraft locations is important in operational

use of weather radar when signatures are used in warning

decisions (Burgess and Lemon 1990). The classic ap-

proach of identifying inflow areas in radar images is

looking for a weak echo region (WER) in a reflectivity

field (e.g., Browning 1982, 1983; Schiesser and Waldvogel

1999).ADoppler radial velocity field is frequently difficult

to interpret because the true inflow velocity can be esti-

mated only when the direction of a radar beam coincides

with the direction of inflow, which is a rare occasion.

Studying convergence areas that led to formation of

convective clouds, Wilson et al. (1994) came to the

conclusion that radar detects such areas because of en-

hanced concentration of insects, tree leaves, and lofted

grass. Wakimoto et al. (2004) hypothesized that insects,

swept by a strong inflow, may penetrate deep into con-

vective clouds. Direct observations of insects trapped in

an inflow were made by Murphey et al. (2006) using

onboard Doppler radar. Nonpolarimetric Doppler ra-

dars have been used in these studies. Dual-polarization

radar capabilities allow for identification of echoes from

atmospheric biota, such as birds and insects (e.g., Zrni�c

and Ryzhkov 1999). In this paper, we explore the use of

dual-polarization parameters to identify the origin of

scatterers in WERs and show that inflow areas can

stretch to heights where WERs are not exhibited.

2. Utilizing the dual-polarization parameters to
indicate inflow areas

Six radar variables are measured with polarimetric

Doppler weather radars; these are equivalent reflectivity
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factor (Z), Doppler velocity (V), spectrum width (W),

differential reflectivity (ZDR), differential phase (FDP),

and correlation coefficient (CC or rhv). Reflectivity and

the Doppler velocity (Vh) are measured at horizontal

polarization. We consider herein also a new dual-

polarization parameter, the difference of Doppler

velocities (DDV) obtained as the difference of the ve-

locities measured at horizontal and vertical polarizations,

that is, DDV5 Vh 2 Vy. In weather echoes, the absolute

values of DDV are typically less than 1ms21 (Metcalf

1986; Wilson et al. 1997). Melnikov et al. (2014) showed

that in radar echoes from insects and birds, DDV values

are frequently larger than those in weather echoes and

can exceed 5ms21.

Figure 1 shows data collected with the dual-

polarization WSR-88D KOUN, located in Norman,

Oklahoma. This thunderstorm produced hail with di-

ameters up to 2 cm. A well-pronounced WER is seen in

Z fields at the southern edge of the thunderstorm at an

antenna elevation of 0.58 (Fig. 1; Z field, about 100km

west and 70km south from the radar). The WER is seen

at higher elevations up to 28 (Fig. 1 and Fig. S1). The

identification of inflow in the Doppler velocity field is

ambiguous because the radar beam is almost orthogonal

to the inflow direction, which can be deduced to be

southeasterly by looking at the WER’s configuration.

Some decrease in the Doppler velocities in the WER

(Fig. S1) is an indirect indication of the inflow. One can

see negative ZDR, high DDV, and low CC values in the

WER (Fig. 1), indicating nonmeteorological scatterers

such as insects, birds, or light debris. In the weather

echo, the absolute DDV values are lower than 1m s21

(Figs. 1 and Fig. S2). The WER and areas close to the

radar exhibit large DDV values characteristic of echoes

from insects and birds (Melnikov et al. 2014). Some

streaks of large DDVs near the radar are caused by

second trip echoes.

At an elevation of 38, the WER in the Z field is absent

but an area of negative ZDR, enhanced DDV, and low

CC values is still present. We submit that the inflow

region stretches up to this elevation. At the next avail-

able elevation of 48, this feature disappears in the fields

of dual-polarization variables, leading us to conclude

that the inflow area stretches from the ground up to at

least 4.3 km above ground. The top of the layer of at-

mospheric biota, obtained in areas away from the

thunderstorm, is at a height of 0.9 km, which is much

lower than the top of the biota column in theWER. The

temperature at a height of 4.3 km is about228C, that is,
below freezing (sounding 0000 UTC 18 April 2013 at

FIG. 1. Fields of reflectivity, Doppler velocity, DDV, and CC (rhv) collected by the dual-polarizationWSR-88DKOUNat 2217UTC 17

Apr 2013 at antenna elevations of 0.58, 28, and 38 (shown in corresponding rows). The reflectivity field has been generated at SNR$22 dB,

and the dual-polarization fields have been obtained at SNR $ 27 dB.
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Lamont, Oklahoma; data from OUN are not available

from this height). Insects fly in air with temperatures

above 58C (Achtemeier 1991; Drake andReynolds 2012,

234–235). Therefore, we conclude that the updraft

stronger than the insects’ downward velocities raised the

insects so high. Thus, dual polarization can be used to

estimate the vertical extent of the inflow. It is remark-

able that the features are seen at distances as large

as 80 km.

Return signals from the WER area are weak. To en-

hance detectability the two-dimensional noise despeckling

procedure of Melnikov and Schlatter (2011) has been

applied. It enables reasonable quantitative estimation of

Z, V, andW fields at signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) as low

as 22 dB. The despeckling procedure yields good

estimates of polarimetric variables down to an SNR

of 27 dB. This improvement is possible because noise

speckles at horizontal and vertical polarizations are

independent, so that simultaneous presence of noise

speckles at the same range location is much less likely

than the presence of a speckle of one polarization at that

range location.

The second example presents a tornadic thunder-

storm that occurred on 31 May 2013 near El Reno,

Oklahoma (Fig. 2). A hook echo at the southern edge of

the thunderstorm, indicative of strong inflow, is clearly

seen; see also Snyder and Bluestein (2014) for the

identification of tornado debris with high-resolution

mobile radar. The dual-polarization variables in areas

close to the hook echo suggest the presence of biota

trapped in the inflow. Similar values of dual-polarization

variables are also observed along the entire southern

edge of the thunderstorm, where the concentration of

insects/birds is enhanced by the approaching storm.

Echoes of biota close to the hook echo can be seen from

the ground to an elevation of 68, implying that the inflow

stretches up to 5.2-km height (range of 50 km). At the 68
elevation, the WER is absent but a bounded weak echo

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but at 2315 UTC 31 May 2013.
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region (BWER) is present. The fields of single- and

dual-polarization variables at all available elevations are

in Figs. S3 and S4. The temperature at a height of 5.2 km

is near238C (OUN at 0000 UTC 1 June 2013), which is

not favorable for insect flights. The presence of insect

there we attribute to lofting by the strong updraft.

The standard (default) SNR threshold used in oper-

ational WSR-88Ds is 2 dB. At this and higher SNRs,

weak echoes from biota may not be seen as demon-

strated in Fig. 3 (cf. Fig. 3, where there are no areas of

enhanced DDV in the vicinity of the tornado area, with

the three corresponding panels in the bottom row in

Fig. 2). Detectability of weak features in the polari-

metric variables at lower SNRs could be important for

identifying the tops of inflow areas. In the case of the

17 April 2013 event, very small biota echoes are still

visible (two bottom-right panels in Fig. S5 in the same

locations as in the corresponding top panels).

Figure 4 presents an example of vertical cross sections

of a thunderstorm that does not exhibit a well-

pronounced WER. The top of the biota layer in the

‘‘clear air’’ areas is at 3 km (T5 118C, OUN, 1200 UTC

9 August 2007). The Doppler velocity field shows in-

creased horizontal flows in areas of enhanced DDV at

80–95km from the radar, indicating the inflow area. The

column of enhanced DDV and low rhv stretches up to

6.7 km (T 52108C), that is, much higher than the top of

the biota layer in areas away from the thunderstorm.

This feature along with the Doppler velocity field allows

for concluding that the inflow stretches up to 6.7 km. The

presence of insects at the subfreezing temperature is due

to the strong updraft.

One of the anonymous reviewers suggested that the

identification of boundary layer air with generally higher

equivalent temperatures as a major component in the

WER region could be more important for the forecasters

than the top of inflows.

To interpret large DDV values in echoes from biota,

Doppler spectra at two polarizations are considered. An

example is in Fig. 5 from the inflow area observed at

2315 UTC 31 May 2013. The main spectral peaks at the

two polarizations are at about 16m s21. Beside this co-

incidence the spectra are very broad and exhibit signif-

icant differences. That and the differences in spectral

amplitudes and phases cause a difference in phases,

leading to the decrease of the correlation coefficient to

0.60, which is well below usual precipitation values. The

mean Doppler velocities are Vh 5 13.7 and Vy 5
20.2m s21, so that DDV526.5m s21. We speculate the

spectra are broad and different because this radar vol-

ume is filled with various species reacting differently to

strong inflow.

3. Conclusions

Obtaining inflow parameters from a Doppler velocity

field is frequently not easy because it requires the inflow

velocity to be parallel to the radar beam, which is a rare

occasion. However, information about inflow direction

and magnitude is needed for warning decisions. Inflow

areas are usually identified by observing the weak echo

region (WER) in a reflectivity field. Using a dual-

polarization radar, we show that the WERs are filled

with atmospheric biota trapped by inflows. The tops of

analyzed inflows are located much higher than the tops

of biota layers observed outside the thunderstorms,

which suggests that the insects’ downward velocities are

not sufficient to overcome the updraft velocities.

FIG. 3. Differential phase fields as in the bottom row in Fig. 2, but shown at SNR $ 2 dB.
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An inflow region is identified as a contiguous area of

echoes from biota at increasing radar antenna eleva-

tions. The highest elevation with low correlation co-

efficients (CC) and enhanced difference of Doppler

velocities (DDV) values can be used to estimate the

inflows’ vertical extent. At such elevations, the WER

may be absent. Using this approach, we estimated the

maximal heights of inflows to be about 4.3 (Fig. 1) and

6.7 km (Fig. 4) in nontornadic thunderstorms and 5.2 km

in tornadic thunderstorms (Fig. 2).

DDV appears to be a good indicator of atmospheric

biota. The DDV in the WERs have absolute values that

are much larger than those in weather echoes. DDV is a

more robust parameter in weak radar echo than CC

because CC is more prone to degradation by noise. Very

accurate estimations of noise in the polarimetric chan-

nels are required to obtain reliable CC values but the

Doppler velocity is not biased by noise.

It is demonstrated that meaningful dual-polarization

fields can be obtained at signal-to-noise ratios as low

as27 dB. Such a low SNR is needed for observations of

weak biota echoes. Such weak echoes can be filtered out

at SNR $ 2 dB, which is used in the operational WSR-

88Ds. So, the vertical extents of inflows obtained with

the operational WSR-88D can be underestimated.

FIG. 4. Vertical cross sections of a thunderstorm observed with KOUN at 1426 UTC 9 Aug 2007 at an azimuth

of 3308.

FIG. 5. Doppler spectra at horizontal (Gh) and vertical (Gy)

polarizations in a radar volume at 41.5 km, azimuth of 2878, and
elevation of 48. The data were collected at 2315 UTC 31 May 2013.

The spectral powers are in the internal processor units.
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